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Abstract. Stars with metallicities [Fe/H] < −3 are called extremely metal-poor (EMP) stars,
and considered to be formed in clouds enriched with metal from a single or several supernovae
(SNe) of the first-generation (Pop III) stars. To confirm this, we numerically follow the enrich-
ment process of minihalos (MHs) which have hosted Pop III stars. During their main-sequence
(MS), the ionizing photons can not or partly break the gas around the Pop III stars because the
halo binding energy is marginally larger than the radiation energy. After SN explosions, the gas
continues to accrete along filaments of the large-scale structures, and the gas collapses again in
the MHs within ∼ 10 Myr for low-mass MHs (3 × 105 M⊙) while ∼ 1 Myr for massive MHs
(3×106 M⊙). The metallicity in the recollapsing regions is 10−4–10−2 Z⊙ and 10−6–10−5 Z⊙,
respectively. This indicates that EMP stars are formed in the clouds enriched by a single SN in
low-mass MHs.

1. Introduction

Stars with metallicities [Fe/H] < −3, so called
extremely metal-poor (EMP) stars, have been
enthusiastically investigated as the clues of
the enrichment process in the early Universe
(Beers & Christlieb 2005). They are consider
to be the second-generation of stars enriched
by a single or several supernovae (SNe) of
the first metal-free (Pop III) stars (Ryan et al.
1996). Ritter et al. (2012) numerically estimate
the metallicity of self-enrichment of a mini-
halo (MH) with an initial mass of Mhalo =
1 × 106 M⊙ by a Pop III star with a mass
of MPopIII = 40 M⊙. They find that half of
metal is fallen back and the metallicity of the
enriched region is 10−3–10−2 Z⊙. However,
they study only for one case of MPopIII and
Mhalo. We in this paper estimate the metallici-

ties in the recollapsing regions for wide ranges
of these parameters to compare with metallici-
ties of observed EMP stars.

2. Method

We employ the N-body/SPH code G-2,
implementing networks of the non-equilibrium
chemical reactions and radiative cool-
ing/heating of primordial species based on
Nagakura et al. (2009). During main-sequence
(MS) of Pop III stars, the photoionization
of H atoms and photodissociation of H2
molecules are added. Their reaction rates are
calculated from the column densities of H and
H2 from the source, which are derived with
the procedure presented by Susa (2006) After
the lifetime of Pop III stars, texp, we add the
explosion energy ESN = 1×1051 erg as thermal
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Fig. 1. Density and temperature distributions for
CCSNe with progenitor masses MPopIII = 13 and
30 M⊙) hosted by a low-mass halo (MH1: Mhalo =

3 × 105 M⊙) in the time sequence from top to bot-
tom.

energy to the central 200 SPH particles. The
motion of metal is followed by 105 Lagrangian
particles, hereafter called metal particles.

3. Results

The top two rows of Figure 1 show the density
and temperature slices during MS of Pop III
stars for MH1. The ionizing front barely prop-
agate for the low-mass MHs (MH1 and MH2)
because the halo binding energy is marginally
larger than the radiation energy. The bottom
two rows of Figure 1 show the density and tem-
perature projections after SN explosions. The
orange dots indicate the positions of metal par-
ticles. For MH1 and MH2, SN shocks propa-
gate in the direction of the void for several hun-
dred parsecs while the gas continues to accrete
into the MHs along the cosmological filamen-
tary structures and starts to collapse again ∼ 10
Myr after the SN.

The metallicity in the recollapsing region is
10−4–10−2 Z⊙ as shown in Figure 2.

For the massive MH (MH3), the ionization
front cannot expand to the interstellar medium.

Fig. 2. Metallicites in the recollapsing region as a
function of the progenitor mass MPopIII for MH1
(red), MH2 (green), and MH3 (blue).

The density of the central region remains large.
After the SN explosions, the shocks go through
the dense region. The gas collapse again only
for ∼ 1 Myr. The metallicity is 10−6–10−5 M⊙,
smaller than for MH1 and Mh2 because the
metal can not fully penetrate into the dense re-
gions along the cosmological filaments where
the gas recollapses.

4. Discussion

The metallicity range in the self-enriched re-
gions by SNe is consistent with that of ob-
served EMP stars. This indicates that the for-
mation of EMP stars can be explained by the
self-enrichment of low-mass MHs by a single
SN explosion.
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